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1. Introduction  
Metal oxides are a group of compounds that are now intensively studied because of their 
wide use in modern ceramic materials, composites, nano-composites, etc., with new special 
properties. Many oxides are used as electronic materials for their electrical, magnetic and 
optical properties. The mechanisms of corrosion of metals and their alloys, as well as the 
mechanism of reduction in metallurgical processes depends on metal oxides formed in these 
processes. In contrast to the main group metal oxides, generally stoichiometric, the 
transition metal oxides feature bigger diversity in their properties. Their electrical properties 
vary from metallic to semiconductor. Many oxides show significant deviations from 
stoichiometry. The transition metals form numerous oxide phases with ions in different 
oxidation states, depending on the oxygen pressure. They are a group of compounds in 
which structure and properties depend strongly on the metal type because of a change in 
interactions of ionic-covalent character. An especially important issue becomes the relation 
between the structure and ionic radii sizes on the one hand and properties on the other. One 
of the important issues is a change in spheres occupied by ions (ionic radii) dependent on 
the interaction character, coordination number, oxidation degree (formal and real charge), 
metal type in the case of hetero-metallic oxides, dopants, etc. A particularly complex 
problem occurs in the case of oxides. In compact structures, in which close packing of anions 
is assumed, not all voids are occupied by cations. Besides, ionic defects occur in significant 
concentrations in many oxides. In these oxides, in spite of the conservation of the 
coordination number of cations, often having different oxidation states, distortions of 
coordination polyhedra occur which results in various bond lengths in the crystal. Next 
problem is the size of the sphere occupied by ions in polymorphic forms differing by lattice 
parameters and often having deformed structures. For the cases mentioned above, the 
problem of the ion radius has not been solved practically.  
For many years attempts have been made to find relatively simple parameters which could 
allow to investigate the changes in the properties of crystalline compounds. One of first 
parameters was ionic radius. A method of its calculation was proposed as early as in 1926 by 
Goldschmidt (Goldschmidt, 1926) and many other methods were described later (Pauling, 
1927; Zachariansen, 1931; Ahrens, 1952, 1953). To differentiate the ability of ions to interact, 
Cartledge (Cartledge, 1928, 1930) and Ahrens (Ahrens, 1952, 1953) introduced a parameter 
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being the ratio of ion charge or its ionisation energy to ion radius. The above parameters 
have been used in mineralogy for geochemical characteristics of ions, their weathering 
resistance or to determine the sequence of crystallisation of different phases in an alloy. A 
widely used parameter differentiating the properties of atoms of the elements is the scale of 
electronegativity introduced by Pauling (Pauling, 1932, 1960). Also other experimental 
scales, developed later, are in common use (Mulliken, 1934, 1935; Sanderson, 1976; Allen, 
1998; Allred & Rochow, 1958; Görlich, 1989a). For the purpose of characterisation of 
compounds or ions Parr (Donnelly & Parr, 1978; Parr et al., 1983) introduced absolute 
electronegativity. It is possible to calculate it theoretically, basing on the density functional 
theory (Hohenberg & Kohn, 1964, Kohn, et al., 1996). The properties of ions or molecules can 
be described also by values derived from electronegativity, as acidity and basicity (Pearson, 
1997; Komorowski, 1993) or effective nuclear charge of the ion (Görlich, 1989b, 1990; 
Stokłosa et al., 2004). For the purpose of classification of the bonds in solid state, Pauling 
(Pauling, 1929) introduced bond ionicity and bond strength parameters. The above concepts 
were developed in a bond-valence model proposed by Browns (Brown, 1992, 2002), relating 
bond energy to its length. Most of the above parameters are evaluated basing on the 
quantities determined for isolated ions and they can be used in the analysis of ionic 
compounds. However, they are less useful in the analysis of the properties of oxides. This is 
due to the existence of ionic-covalent bond in oxides. Its character varies significantly with 
the position in the table of elements. 
The development of the solid state theory has created strong theoretical basis for the 
description of interactions between atoms in a crystal. The electronic structure model, 
resulting from these interactions, allows identifying electrical, magnetic and optical 
properties of a compound. Today, the development of computational methods and the 
numerical capabilities of big computers allow calculating the interactions in quite big 
crystalline clusters, and thus to determine their properties. Nevertheless there is no data 
allowing detailed analysis of the properties of the oxides to be performed. 
Hence, in spite of the development of chemistry and physics of solids, there are still open 
problems: Why some transition metal oxides show significant deviations from 
stoichiometric compositions (e.g. oxides of Ti, V, Nb, Fe)? Why many metals form few or a 
dozen of oxide phases? What is the reason for high melting temperatures of some phases, 
while others have low melting temperatures, so in what way the bond energy varies and 
why, etc. 
The present work proposes to introduce an effective (mean) ionic radius (ionic sphere) based 
on molar volume obtained from X-ray studies for comparison of the properties of metal oxides 
depending on the ion type and size. It would allow distinguishing groups of oxides, not 
merely simple oxides but also complex ones, containing various cations (dopes) and following 
or predicting their properties, which was practically impossible when based on tabulated 
values of ionic radii. The analysis of the relationship between molar volume of metal oxides 
and their ion radii was discussed. A linear dependence was found for ionic radii versus the 
cube root of molecular volume standardised per oxygen atom (Ma/bO) of MO oxides of alkali 
earth metals, M2O oxides of alkali metals and MO2 oxides of f-electron metals, and parameters 
of the linear equation were calculated. This equation makes it possible to predict mean ionic 
radii of metals in compact structures of polymorphic forms of oxides, mixed-valence oxides 
and oxides showing deviation from stoichiometry, otherwise not accessible. 
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Presented also is the problem of changes in distances between oxygen atoms (ions), 
depending on the metal type, metal charge, polarization capabilities, composition and 
crystallographic structure of metal oxides. Changes in ion packing density in oxides have 
also been presented. It has been shown that these changes depend not only on ionic radii, 
but also on the interaction character (interatomic bonds).  
2. Molar volume and composition of metal oxide 
One of parameters characterizing ions/atoms in a crystal, and therefore characterizing the 
properties of the compound is molar volume being a result of ion radii sizes and their 
interactions. It can be easily calculated using lattice parameters. However, there are 
difficulties in its use because individual types of oxides have different compositions. It is 
therefore possible to compare molar volumes of oxides of different metals, but of the same 
type (e.g. MO, M2O3) and preferably having the same structure. It is nevertheless difficult to 
draw conclusions from changes of molar volumes of the oxides of the same metal differing 
by composition and structure type. That is why analyses of structures and properties of 
various oxides, which can be found in monographs on crystal chemistry and solid state 
chemistry (Adams, 1974; O’Keeffe & Navrotsky, 1981; Wells, 1990; Rao & Raveau, 1995) are 
performed usually for a given type of oxides. 
There are few oxides that – considering a given type - have ideal geometric structure. 
Besides, many oxide phases show deviation from the stoichiometry, or metal ions are in 
different oxidation states, e.g. in ordered phases (Magnéli phases). A distortion of 
coordination polyhedra occurs in these oxides and as a result M-O bond lengths are 
differentiated. Hence, the volume of an unit cell is well defined, however, it is much more 
difficult to determine “real” ion positions and distances between them. Besides, unit cells of 
oxides differing by structure and composition contain different numbers of molecules, 
making the comparison of their volumes impossible. 
2.1 Effective molar volumes of oxides  
A parameter which could be used to compare molar volumes of different oxides is the 
volume of the oxide of composition Ma/bO (containing one mole of oxygen atoms). 
Therefore, using the structural data: structure type, lattice parameters or X-ray density, and 
number of molecules in an unit cell it is possible to calculate its volume. Dividing the 
volume of an unit cell (
a bM O
V ) by the number of molecules (Z) in an unit cell and by the 
number of oxygen atoms in the MaOb molecule and multiplying it by the Avogadro number 
(NA) one can obtain a volume further called effective molar volume of an oxide, containing one 
mole of oxygen atoms ( effV ) (Stokłosa & Laskowska, 2008a):  
 
a bM O A eff
((V /Z)/b)N V=  (1) 
The dependence of the effective molar volume (Veff) of transition metal oxides on their 
composition (on the a/b ratio ) is presented in Fig. 1. In the case of non-stoichiometric 
compounds of M1-yO1-x type (oxides of V, Ti, Nb etc.) the real contents of metal and oxygen 
in an unit cell of these oxides were taken into account and then recalculated to the volume 
containing one mole of oxygen atoms. The above relations have been obtained for oxides 
undergoing mutual transformations.  
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the effective molar volume (Veff) of the oxides Ma/bO on the 
composition (a/b) for the transition metal oxides and Ce oxides. 
As it can be seen in Fig.1, the dependence of the effective molar volume of oxides on the a/b 
ratio shows linear character in the composition range 0.5<a/b<1. This character is conserved 
not only for the oxides having ions with the same charge (2+, 3+) but also in the case of 
oxides showing deviation from the stoichiometry, for many oxide phases (Magnéli phases) 
with ions in different oxidation states and, as in the case of Fe1-yO or M3O4 oxides with 
spinel structure, when metal ions have different coordination number, 4 or 6 (tetrahedral or 
octahedral).  
As it can be seen in Fig. 1, in the case of the oxides with cations in higher oxidation state 
Mz+>M4+ (a/b<0.5) the effective molar volume (Veff) increases. In the case of oxides of Cr, V 
and Re the lines obtained have negative slope, while linear correlations are also rather good. 
The increase of molar volumes but lack of correlations occur in the case of many Magnéli 
phases or other ordered oxides of W, Mo, Nb with compositions in the range of 0.25<a/b<0.5. 
In the case of V2O5 two significantly different volumes were determined. The V2O5 oxide 
with monoclinic structure has small volume, correlating with volumes of the oxides VO → 
VO2, while V2O5 with rhombohedral structure, having bigger volume, correlates with the 
oxides having composition a/b<0.5.  
On the other hand, the dependence of the molar volume (Veff) on the composition for f-
electron metal oxides is presented in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the effective molar volume (Veff) of the oxides Ma/bO on the 
composition (a/b) for f-electron metal oxides, () - lanthanides, (- -) - actinides. 
As it can be seen in Fig. 2, for the oxides with compositions in the range of 0.666>a/b>0.4, for 
systems containing many phases (oxides of Ce, Pr, Tb, Pa, U) as well as for systems 
containing only oxides M2O3 and MO2 (with exception of the Nd-O system), the slopes of 
the obtained lines are similar. In the case of uranium oxide phases three groups of 
crystallographic data were found. Apart from oxide phases with compositions varying in 
the range of 0.4<a/b<0.5, phases of the same or close composition significantly differing by 
volume were found in the composition range of 0.33<a/b<0.4. The obtained dependencies 
have practically the same slopes.  
Furthermore, the dependence of the molar volume on the composition for oxides of alkali 
metals and other metals forming M2O oxides and also for alkaline earth metal oxides. is 
presented in Fig. 3 and for group 11-15 oxides is depicted in Fig. 4. 
A bigger number of phases in this group of oxides is observed only in the case of row 6 
metal oxides (Tl, Pb and Bi), and the obtained correlations are worse in comparison to 
other oxides. The slope for the oxides of Pb, Bi is three times bigger than that for the 
transition metal oxides. For comparison, the dependence of Veff on the composition for the 
Ce-O system oxides was marked in Fig. 1 and 4. As it can be seen, either values and slopes 
for the above lines for oxide phases of f-electron metals significantly deviate from the 
relationship obtained for the oxides of d-electron metals. On the other hand, the obtained 
linear function parameters are close to the parameters for the main group metal oxides 
(Bi, Pb). 
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the effective molar volume (Veff) of the oxides Ma/bO on the 
composition (a/b) for the alkali metal oxides, the oxides of Al, Ag, Cu and the alkaline earth 
metal oxides. 
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the effective molar volume (Veff) of the oxides Ma/bO on the 
composition (a/b) for the group 11-15 metal oxides and Ce oxides. 
2.2 Compact structures 
The obtained linear character of the dependence of the effective molar volume (Veff) on the 
composition (a/b) in the range of composition changes of 2>a/b>0.5 (in the case of transition 
metal oxides 1>a/b>0.5, and 0.666>a/b>0.35 in the case of f-electron metal oxides), should be 
considered as a general relationship for the phases undergoing mutual transformations. The 
observed decrease of the molar volume of the oxides (Veff) is a result of smaller quantity of 
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metal ions per one mole of oxygen, and of smaller radii of ions in higher oxidation states (3+, 
4+). The character of the change of molar volume results from the tendency of the individual 
oxides to form compact structures, typical for compounds with non-oriented ionic bond or 
ionic-covalent one. The compact structures are structures where anions form the close-
packaging lattice and cations are located in its voids. The term close-packed structures is 
explicitly defined, in the case of metals it equals the closest possible packaging of spheres. 
However, there is no precise definition of compact structure for ionic compounds (Von 
Meerssche & Dupont, 1976; Wells, 1990; West, 1996)). Doubts emerge especially if the systems 
have low symmetry, when significant number of voids in anion sublattice is not occupied by 
cations or/and the anionic sites are not occupied (there are anion vacancies). Besides, the 
distances between oxygen ions are much bigger than their radii.  
Considering the results obtained one can state that compact structures are adopted by:  
- Ma/bO oxides with composition in the range of 2>a/b>0.5 (in the case of actinide oxides 
up to 0.33) having effective molar volumes of oxides (Ma/bO) of the same metal 
decreasing linearly when the metal content decreases.  
- Polymorphic forms of these oxides will also have compact structures, because slight 
changes of their molar volumes result from the change of interactions between 
ions/atoms caused by the change of temperature or pressure.  
- Compact structures will be adopted also by the oxides of other metals, having the same 
compositions and structures as the oxides classified as compact structures.  
Typical compact structures adopted by the individual oxides and oxide phases are NaCl-type 
structures (MO oxides), Al2O3-type hexagonal structures and rutile-type (TiO2) structures with 
which most MO2 oxides crystallize. In the case of f-electron metal oxides these structures are: 
cubic Mn2O3-type structures, and CaF2-type structures in MO2 oxides. With the decrease of the 
metal content relative to oxygen in an oxide, the number of voids in the anionic sublattice not 
occupied by cations increases. As a result one can observe the transition from the close-packed 
structures of anions to a structure formed by coordination polyhedra connected by edges 
and/or corners despite the fact that the anionic sublattice practically does not change (the 
structures still have the character of compact structures). In many cases also other types of 
structures may appear, with lower symmetry but with similar volume, e.g. as in the case of 
homologue series VnO2n-1. The decrease of system symmetry occurs as a result of distortion of 
the coordination polyhedra or as a result of ordering of point defects. The above perturbations 
cause the deviations from the ideal geometric structure.  
Starting from the M2O or MO oxides, having biggest chemical potential of metal, as a result 
of the increase of oxygen potential in gas atmosphere, the transformation into an oxide with 
lower metal content is forced (the M/O ratio decreases), where ions must be in higher 
oxidation states (to compensate the oxygen charge) and atoms tend to the closest possible 
packing. The effective molar volumes of the individual oxides are successively smaller and 
this change is continuous in the case of formation of point defects, or stepwise when the 
ordered structures are formed but the same linear character of the dependence of Veff on the 
a/b ratio is practically conserved. 
The formation of compact structures is fully consistent with the fact that the arrangement of 
atoms in the space result from their sizes and the optimal interactions between atoms/ions, 
being superior relative to the ideal structure with highest possible symmetry. 
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2.3 Framework structures 
The increase of the effective molar volume with the decrease of the metal content, observed 
for most oxides, in the range of 0.25<a/b<0.5, is also justified. The increase of the amount of 
oxygen atoms relatively to metal together with the presence of ions with high charges (M5+ 
and/or M6+) cause the increase of the repulsive forces that lead to the increase of the 
effective molar volume of an oxide comparing to that of a MO2 type oxide. The presence of 
ions in high oxidation states, as well as a significant contribution of the covalent bond (spd 
hybrid orbital’s) causes that these oxides have significant bond energies, high enough to 
maintain the stability of the crystal. The observed linear increase of the volume Veff with the 
decrease of the a/b ratio for the oxides of Cr, Re, V metals, and possibly also for other 
systems, comparing to the MO2 oxide, will be probably present in the case of the reversible 
transformation of these oxides (thermodynamically stable forms). The lack of correlation of 
the molar volume and the composition observed for many oxides of W, Mo, Nb etc. can 
indicate that these phases could be thermodynamically unstable. Most of these phases form 
homologues of type MnO2n-m, which usually are created in the reduction process, when the 
oxygen is removed from the lattice sites (the mosaic structures or shear structures are 
created) (Rao & Raveau, 1995). The phases formed in this way can accept the oxygen, but 
they are not created by the oxidation of MO2 oxide or metal. The formation of phases of this 
type does not result in the significant changes in the structure, despite the changes of system 
(crystal symmetry). There occurs ordering or agglomeration of point defects, the shear 
structures are formed, etc. The change of the volume of an unit cell may be small (or its 
volume can be a multiple of the unit cell), but the volume of the oxide containing one mole 
of oxygen atoms will significantly increase.  
All these oxide phases can be included in the oxides with framework structure. These are 
oxides (Ma/bO) with composition a/b<0.5 and effective molar volumes bigger than those for 
the oxides of compact structures (MO2) and the smallest metal content. In these oxides the 
coordination polyhedra can be identified, connected by corners, edges, etc. Most of these 
structures can be derived from the structure of the oxide ReO3 where the MO6 octahedrons 
form a regular lattice. Other cations can easily be included in the structure of this type of 
oxides. This leads to the stabilization of the structure, and as a result, one can obtain the 
perovskite-type structures or their variations.  
3. Molar volume of oxides and their ionic radii  
A parameter characterizing ions in a crystal, beside the ion formal charge, is the ion radius. 
Even if, according to quantum mechanics, ion radius has no theoretical meaning, it has 
become a useful parameter, defining space (a sphere) occupied by an ion in a crystal. 
Goldschmidt (Goldschmidt, 1926, 1931) assuming the additivity of interionic distance 
variations in compounds with a common ion and using the radii of F- and O2- calculated by 
Wasastjerna (Wasastjerna, 1923) gave the first scale of ionic radii. Other methods of ionic 
radii calculation were proposed by Pauling (Pauling, 1927), Zachariansen (Zachariansen, 
1931), Ahrens (Ahrens, 1952, 1953). The scale of effective ionic radii presently used was 
designed and verified by Shannon and Prewitt (Shannon & Prewitt, 1969, 1970, 1976) and Jia 
(Jia, 1991). It is based on the radii of F- = 0.068 nm or O2- = 0.140 nm. As it is known, the ion 
radius is dependent on the coordination number and on the ionic-covalent character of 
interionic interactions. The values of ionic radii calculated by various methods generally 
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differ, due to the assumptions made and depending on the group of compounds used for 
the scale construction. A particularly complex problem occurs in the case of oxides. In 
compact structures, in which close packing of anions is assumed, not all voids are occupied 
by cations. Besides, ionic defects occur in significant concentrations in many oxides. In these 
oxides, in spite of the conservation of the coordination number of cations, often having 
different oxidation states, distortions of coordination polyhedra occur and, as a result, 
there are various bond lengths in the crystal (Wells, 1990; West, 1996; Brown, 1992 2002; 
Luehen et al., 1987; Kunz & Brown, 1995; Nespolo et al., 2001; Lalik, 2005). Next problem 
is the size of the sphere occupied by ions in polymorphic forms differing by lattice 
parameters and often having deformed structures. For the cases mentioned above, the 
problem of ion radius has not been solved practically, it was, however, discussed in many 
works (Paulin, 1929; Fumi & Tosi, 1964; Phillips & Williams, 1965; Shannon & Prewitt, 
1969, 1970, 1976; Brown, 2002).  
3.1 Ionic radii and molecular volume of oxides 
Shannon and Prewitt (Shannon & Prewitt, 1969, 1970, 1976) performed a verification of ionic 
radii in isotypic compounds, basing on the linear relation between the unit cell volume and 
the ionic radius (r3). Next, Brisse and Knop (Brisse & Knop, 1968) have demonstrated a 
linear relation between the radius and the cube root of the unit cell volume 
2 3
1/3
M O( )V  for 
the M2O3 lanthanide oxides. A close relation between the radius and the cube root of the 
unit cell volume (VMO) exists in the case of oxides with cubic NaCl-type structure, because 
for the MO oxides 3 MOV  is a sum of the diameters of metal ion (2
c
Mr ) and oxygen ion 
(2 cOr ): 
 
c c m m c c33 33
MO M O eff eff M OV 2(r r ) 4 V      V 2(r r )= + = ≡ = +  (2) 
Similarly, the cube root of the volume occupied by the MO molecule m 1/3eff( )V  is a linear 
function of the bond length. A question emerges – whether the cube root of the volume 
containing one molecule m 1/3eff( )V  of any oxide (Ma/bO) is a simple function of ionic radii, 
analogously as in the case of oxides with NaCl-type structure (Eq.2). 
The relation between the cube root of the effective molecular volume of oxides m 1/3eff( )V  and 
the radius of respective cations (rM) is plotted in Fig. 5 for a series of oxides. The volume of 
the molecule of Ma/bO oxide was calculated dividing the unit cell volume by the number of 
molecules (Z) and by the number of oxygen atoms (b) in the MaOb oxide. It will be further 
called the effective molecular volume (
a b
m
M O eff(V /Z)/b V= ) (Stokłosa & Laskowska, 2008b). As 
it can be seen in Fig.5, points from quite a big group of oxides are located on three 
approximately parallel lines. The highest line is formed by the alkali metal oxides with anti-
CaF2 structure and with metal ion coordination number 4 (CN=4). The points for the ZnO, 
BeO, SiO2 and GeO2 oxides with hexagonal structure (CN=4) lie close to this line. The points 
for PtO and PdO oxides, with tetragonal structure, in which metal ions have square planar 
coordination lie further away. Relatively close are located points for the PbO oxide with 
orthorhombic structure and HgO with tetragonal structure. The CuO and AgO oxides with 
monoclinic structure (CN=4) show bigger deviation. Significant molar volumes are found 
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for the Ag2O and Cu2O oxides with rather untypical structure, where metal ions have 
coordination number of 2. On the other hand, very good correlation is found for a series of 
oxides having coordination number 6. These are MO alkaline earth metal oxides and d-, f-
electron metal oxides, with NaCl-type cubic structure, M2O3 with ǂ-Al2O3-type hexagonal 
structure, MO2 oxides with rutile-type tetragonal structure and few main group metal 
oxides: Al2O3, In2O3, Tl2O3, with ǂ-Al2O3-type structure.  
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Fig. 5. The relation between the cube root of the molecular volume of oxides ( m3 effV ) and the 
radius of the respective metal ions. 
The lowest line is formed by the MO2 oxides of f-electron metals with CaF2-type cubic 
structure with metal ion coordination number 8. The parameters α and β of the linear 
functions:  
 
m3
eff Mǂ ǃV r= +  (3) 
formed by individual groups of oxides are collected in Table 1 of the work (Stokłosa & 
Laskowska, 2008b). The lines were obtained for the oxides of the same type, of the same 
metal and for the oxides of metals from the same group of the periodic table. In the case of 
d-electron oxides from the same group all the oxides with various oxidation states were 
considered. The correlation coefficients for most lines are high, R2>0.98, and the α parameter 
(slope) for individual groups of oxides varies only slightly. 
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3.2 Relative radii of metal ions 
The obtained correlations between m 1/3eff( )V  and radii of metal ions with a given 
coordination number indicate that they are characteristic of compact structures (see Chapter 
2). Assuming therefore, as previously (Shannon & Prewitt, 1969, 1970), constant oxygen ion 
radius and the hypothesis of compact packing of anions in the oxide and using experimental 
relations between m 1/3eff( )V  and the radii of metal ions with a given coordination number, for 
the oxides with “ideal” geometric structure a method of calculation of the relative radius of 
the sphere occupied by metal ion in a given oxide can be proposed. According to the 
obtained results, parameters of such equations can be evaluated basing on M2O alkali metal 
oxides for ions with coordination number 4, MO alkaline earth metal oxides for ions with 
coordination number 6 and MO2 f-electron metal oxides for metal ions with coordination 
number 8 and. These oxides do not show deviation from stoichiometry (all sites in the 
structure are occupied) and considering the character of interionic interactions it can be 
assumed that the oxygen ion radius is constant. Thus, these equations are: 
for oxides with coordination number 4: 
 
m3
M effr  0.6868 V 0.1731= −  [nm] (4) 
for oxides with coordination number 6: 
 
m3
M effr  0.7622 V 0.1304= −  [nm] (5) 
for oxides with coordination number 8: 
 
m3
M effr 0.91 V 0.1494= −  [nm] (6) 
The parameters of these equations have been evaluated using molecular volumes of oxides 
calculated basing on lattice parameters and the table values of ionic radii by Shannon and 
Prewitt (Shannon & Prewitt, 1969, 1970, 1976) (see Table 1, Stokłosa & Laskowska, 2008b). 
The values of calculated relative radii of metal ions (relative to oxygen ion, rO=0.140 nm) in 
oxides forming compact structures, using parameters of Eq.(4)-(6) and experimental values 
of molecular volumes in a series of selected oxides are listed in Table 2 of the work (Stokłosa 
& Laskowska, 2008b). The trend lines marked in Fig. 5 and 6 and 7 have been evaluated for 
oxides used in the evaluation of the parameters of Eq.(4)-(6). 
In Fig. 6 the points corresponding to table radii of M4+ ions (points ) and the calculated 
values (points ∆) for rO = 0.14 nm were marked for the MO2 oxides of f-electron metals.  
As it can be seen, the difference between these radii is about 0.002 nm, which indicates that 
the interionic interactions lead to a shortening of bond lengths and if the oxygen ion radius 
is assumed to be 0.14 nm, the metal ion radii should be smaller by about 0.002 nm. On the 
other hand, if we assume oxygen ion radius for coordination number 4 as 0.138 nm, i.e., the 
value proposed by Shannon and Prewitt (Shannon & Prewitt, 1969, 1970), then metal ion 
radii do not differ much from the table values. 
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Fig. 6. The relation between the cube root of the molecular volume of f-electron metal oxides 
m 1/3
eff( )V  and the radius of cations with coordination number 6 and 8 (the trend lines were 
evaluated for alkaline earth metal oxides and for MO2 f-electron metal oxides (rM calculated 
for rO=0.140 nm)). 
3.3 Relative ionic radii in polymorphic forms of oxides 
The introduced concept of relative radius of metal ion (relative radius of the sphere 
occupied by ion) in compact structures opens up the possibility for evaluation of the relative 
radius (sphere) of metal ions also in polymorphic forms of a given oxide. Using the 
experimental values of the effective molecular volume of a given polymorphic oxide form 
and respective equations (Eq.(4)-(6)) it is possible to calculate the effective radius of the 
sphere occupied by metal ion in individual polymorphic forms. The calculated values of ion 
radii in a series of polymorphic oxide forms are given in Table 2 of the work (Stokłosa & 
Laskowska, 2008b). For illustration, the points corresponding to the m 1/3eff( )V  values for 
polymorphic forms of many oxides and to the metal ion radii (Shannon & Prewitt, 1969, 
1970, 1976) have been plotted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.  
As can be seen from Fig. 6, M2O3 oxides of f-electron metals with La2O3-type hexagonal 
structure and Sm2O3-type monoclinic structure show practically the same relationship, 
which indicates that in the monoclinic systems a shift of atoms occurs, but real deformation 
of structure is small. These oxides have smaller volumes than it would result from the 
relations for other oxides of this type, with ions having coordination number 6, which may 
be considered anomalous. They have high cohesive enthalpies and high melting 
temperatures, being a result of strong interactions between the M3+ ions and the oxygen. 
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Therefore, as a result of interionic interactions a shortening of bond lengths and also of 
oxygen ion radius occurs. It is big enough that in the M2O3 oxides of f-electron metals with 
hexagonal and monoclinic structure the effective radii of metal ions should be smaller by 
about 0.040 nm (with rO = 0.14 nm). Bigger molecular volumes are found for M2O3 oxides of 
f-electron metals with cubic structure being formed at higher temperatures, e.g., by the 
reduction of MO2 oxide.  
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Fig. 7. The relation between the cube root of the molecular volume of oxides and their 
polymorphic forms m 1/3eff( )V  and the radius of cations with coordination number 6 (the 
trend lines were evaluated for the alkaline earth metal oxides) 
As can be seen from Fig. 7 the polymorphic forms of oxides: MnO2 with orthorhombic 
structure, Al2O3, Cr2O3 with cubic structure, Mn2O3, Fe2O3, and PbO2 with tetragonal 
structure, Rh2O3 with hexagonal structure, In2O3 with cubic structure have molecular 
volumes bigger than those resulting from their radii (tabulated values). This fact indicates 
that at higher temperatures, in which these forms are stable, the sphere occupied by ions in 
this oxide became larger and in such a structure larger radii should be attributed to metal 
ions (assuming constant oxygen ion radius). On the other hand, the oxides: ReO2, PtO2 with 
tetragonal structures and Rh2O3 with an orthorhombic structure have smaller molecular 
volumes than it would result from the size of their ions. The ions of these metals strongly 
interact with oxygen ions, which leads to the shortening of bond lengths (and also oxygen 
ion radius) and as a result, also the molecular volume decreases. Besides, a distortion of 
coordination polyhedra occurs in these oxides, which results in different M-O bond 
lengths, and thus also “radii” of ions are different. Most of these forms were created 
under high pressure.  
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3.4 Mean relative ionic radii in non-stoichiometric oxides and mixed-valence oxides 
In the case of d-electron oxides the increase in oxygen pressure leads to a change in the 
concentration of ionic defects or at a given oxygen pressure a transformation occurs, often 
into a mixed-valence oxide. In this type phases metal ions are in different oxidation states 
and their ratio, in the case of defect concentration change, undergoes continuous changes or 
assumes a defined value, as in spinel structures or in ordered phases, e.g., Magnéli phases. 
As it was shown in the chapter 2, in spite of the fact that in the structure of the above oxide 
phases (MaOb) there are cation and/or anion vacancies or cations occupy octa- or/and 
tetrahedral voids (as in spinel structures), their molar volumes are linear functions of the 
composition (in the composition range of 0.5<a/b<1). These phases are thermodynamically 
stable, they undergo mutual transformations and they have compact structures. The above 
facts indicate that for this type of oxide phases a mean effective metal ion radius could be 
introduced. Such radius would indicate trends in the changes in the interactions of metal 
ions depending on their content (oxygen composition), ion charge, but also variable ratio of 
ions in different oxidation states. Their positions in the case of non-stoichiometric 
compounds are practically impossible to determine (due to electron delocalization). Thus, 
using Eq.(5) and the values of the effective molecular volume for oxide phases with metal 
ions with coordination number 6, one can calculate the mean effective radius of metal ions 
in a given oxide (relative to constant oxygen radius). The mean relative ionic radii in Ti and 
V oxides showing deviations from stoichiometric compositions and in mixed-valence oxides 
is given in Table 3 of the work (Stokłosa & Laskowska, 2008b). 
3.5 Alternative method for mean ionic radii calculation 
The linear relations between the effective molar volume of the oxides of the same metal 
(Ma/bO) and their composition, discussed in the chapter 2 and the dependence of 
m 1/3
eff( )V  on 
ionic radii indicate that there should be also a simple correlation between m 1/3eff( )V  and the 
a/b ratio. The relation between m 1/3eff( )V  and the a/b ratio for the oxides of Ti and V, and for 
the oxides of Ce, Pr and Tb is shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, linear relationships have been 
obtained, with a high correlation coefficient, R2>0.98. Table 4 in the work (Stokłosa & 
Laskowska, 2008b) contains parameters of the obtained linear functions: 
 m3 effV A a/b B= +  (7) 
Comparing the dependence of m 1/3eff( )V  on the ion radii (rM) and on the a/b ratio (Eq.(3) and 
Eq.(7)) for the oxides of the same metal exhibiting compact structures, one can obtain the 
equation allowing the mean effective radius of ions in oxides (Ma/bO) with a given 
composition (a/b ratio) to be predicted:  
 Mr (A a/b B ǃ)/ǂ Ǆ a/b ǅ= + − = +  (8) 
Thus, this is an alternative method for the estimation of the mean ion radius in mixed-
valence oxides or in non-stoichiometric oxides, using values of metal ion radii in various 
oxides of the same metal. The above method allows for the prediction of a mean ionic  
radius in oxides having so much deformed structure that it is difficult to determine  
the coordination number of metal ions or this number changes with the oxidation state.  
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Fig. 8. The relation between the cube root of the molecular volume m 1/3eff( )V  of oxide phases 
Ma/bO and the a/b ratio for the metal oxides: a) Ti and V, b) Ce, Pr and Tb.  
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Assuming the table values of the radii of M4+ and M3+ ions the values of mean radii of Ti 
and V ions in a series of oxide phases of these metals have been calculated. They are given in 
in Table 3 of the work (Stokłosa & Laskowska, 2008b). Similarly, ion radii in the oxide 
phases of Ce, Pr and Tb have been calculated, which was impossible with the previous 
method.  
3.6 Distances between oxygen ions in oxides 
In most metal oxides the compact structure the oxygen anions sublattice has the symmetry 
of a close-packed structure with cations in its voids. Due to the size of cation radii and 
repulsive interactions, mainly between oxygen ions, distances between oxygen nodes are 
normally higher than the sum of their radii. The parameter indicating the difference in 
space-filling by ions and the change of bond character in oxide (M-O) is the distance 
between oxygen atoms. 
The interionic distances can be easily calculated for non-deformed structures (ideal 
geometric structures), thus in the oxides with NaCl- or CaF2 -type cubic structures. In oxides 
with Al2O3 –type hexagonal structure or TiO2 –type tetragonal structure there are different 
bond lengths and different distances between oxygen atoms. For example, in TiO2 (rutile) 
the shortest distance between oxygen atoms is d = 0.252 nm (Vos, 1977; Meogher & Lager, 
1979), whereas in SiO2 (quartz) d= 0.260 nm, and in its high-pressure form d= 0.216 nm ( 
Shannon & Prewitt, 1969, 1976). Furthermore, in Ti2O3 d= 0.279 nm (Rice & Robinson, 1977), 
V2O3 d = 0.279 nm (Robinson, 1975), Fe2O3 d = 0.262 nm (Newnham &Haan, 1962), and in 
α -Al2O3 d= 0.252 nm (Shannon & Prewitt, 1969). As it can be seen, in many oxides the 
shortest O-O distance is smaller than 0.28 nm (twice the table value of oxygen ion radius, 
rO = 0.14 nm). For the analysis of distances between oxygen ions in oxides with typical 
structures, the relation between the difference between spheres occupied by oxygen atoms 
(Δ=d – 0.28) and the effective radius of metal ion has been presented in Fig. 9 (Stokłosa & 
Laskowska, 2011). The reference distance is equal to a double oxygen ion radius, 2rO=0.28 
nm. The distances d between oxygen atoms were calculated using lattice parameters, 
assuming ideal structure of an oxide of a given type. As it can be seen in Fig. 9 many linear 
correlations were obtained. A correlation is found for the M2O alkali metal oxides. In the 
Li2O oxide the distance between spheres occupied by oxygen atoms is 0.04 nm, in the case of 
K2O 0.175 nm, and in Rb2O as much as 0.198 nm. Similarly good linear relation was found in 
the case of MO oxides with NaCl-type cubic structure (the trend lines were evaluated for the 
alkaline earth metal oxides). 
The smallest M2+ ion is V2+ and also in VO oxide the distance between the spheres occupied 
by the oxygen ion is the shortest and equals only 0.013 nm. It should be noted that VO and 
TiO show significant point defects concentrations in cation sublattice and oxygen sublattice 
and in NbO oxide 25% lattice nodes is unoccupied. With the increase of metal ion radius 
also the distance between oxygen ions increases and in the case of BaO it equals 0.179 nm.  
In the case of MO2 oxides with TiO2-type tetragonal structure with deformed MO6 
octahedrons, for the analysis of the changes in differences Δ the distances between oxygen 
atoms laying in planes (000) and (001) were compared. This distance equals c parameter 
(d = c in tetragonal lattice). As it can be seen in Fig. 9, the correlations were obtained 
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separately for two oxide groups, which indicates that the structures of these oxides are 
deformed in different ways.  
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Fig. 9. The dependence of the distances between the spheres occupied by oxygen atoms 
(Δ=d-2rO) where rO=0,28nm) and the ionic radii of metals in M2O oxides with anti-CaF2 
structure, M2O3 oxides with ǂ-Al2O3 structure, and MO2 oxides with CaF2 and TiO2 
structure. 
In the case of M2O3 oxides of ǂ-Al2O3-type, having similarly deformed oxygen octahedrons, 
the O-O distance equal a half of the lattice parameter was assumed in calculations. As it can 
be seen in Fig. 9, for M2O3, with the exception of Tl2O3, negative values of Δ have been 
obtained, and this function has linear character similarly as functions for other oxides. The 
smallest radius is found for the aluminium ion, 0.054 nm. It is comparable to the void size in 
an ideal close-packed structure of oxygen ions, the void radius being 0.058 nm (assuming 
the oxygen radius equals 0.14 nm). Negative values of distances between the spheres 
occupied by oxygen ions (∆) indicate that these spheres in the M2O3 with ǂ-Al2O3 structure 
undergo deformations. This is related to the fact that only 2/3 of octahedral voids in 
hexagonal close-packing structure of oxygen ions is occupied by metal atoms, whereas 
optimal interactions span through the entire volume of the crystal. This leads to shifts of 
metal ions and also of oxygen ions comparing to the ideal close-packed structure. As a 
result, most d distances between oxygen atoms are bigger than 0.28 nm. Small distances 
between spheres occupied by oxygen atoms in these oxides indicate that in these oxides 
strongly polarized M-O bond must be present. A confirmation of this fact is the highest 
cohesive enthalpy of ǂ-Al2O3 and also its melting temperature; similarly high melting 
temperatures are observed for remaining M2O3 oxides with hexagonal structures. If the 
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deformation of oxygen atoms arrangement had not occurred, and if the spheres occupied by 
oxygen ions had been in contact, then, as it can be seen from Fig. 9, the oxygen ion radius 
would have been smaller by 0.021 nm. In this case the radius of octahedral void (inter) is 
0.049 nm and the radius of the sphere occupied by the aluminium ion could not be bigger 
than this value.  
As it can be seen in Fig. 9, the MO2 oxides of f-electron metals similarly have negative 
values of parameter ∆ (the distance between the spheres occupied by oxygen ions). In the 
structure of these oxides, contrasting with the previous ones, metal ions have an 
arrangement typical for close-packing lattices. If we assume, that in TbO2 oxide the 
oxygen ion spheres come in touch, then the oxygen ion radius should be rO = 0.131 nm. It 
is therefore smaller than that proposed by Shannon and Prewitt (rO = 0.138 nm for CN = 4 
(Shannon & Prewitt 1969)). If we assume that this value of oxygen ion radius in other 
oxides remains constant, then, as it can be seen in Fig. 9, the distances between the 
spheres occupied by oxygen ions increase with the increase of metal ion radius in the next 
MO2 oxides and for the ThO2 oxide this distance will equal 0.019 nm. In the case of MO2 
lanthanide and actinide oxides, their bond energies and melting temperatures increase 
with the increase of the distances between oxygen ions (highest melting temperature is 
observed for ThO2) (Lide, 2004; Stokłosa & Laskowska, 2007a). The increase of the bond 
energies can be an effect of the increase in the M-O interaction related to the electronic 
configuration of M4+ ions and their polarizing interaction ability. Considering the 
properties of a M4+ ion, the increase of bond energy can be a result of the repulsive 
contribution to the interaction following the increase of the distances between oxygen ions 
when the metal ion radius increases. Therefore, in the case of MO2 oxides of f-electron 
metals, small distances between the spheres occupied by oxygen ions can lead to the 
increase of the repulsive interactions, which will imply the weakening of bond energies in 
these oxides, on the contrary to the situation for the d-electron oxides. 
The present analysis of the distances between the spheres occupied by the oxygen ion 
indicates that its radius in many oxides must change, especially in the case of small M3+ and 
M4+ ions and strong polarizing interaction. Shannon and Prewitt (Shannon & Prewitt, 1969, 
1976) have widely discussed the change of metal ion radius depending on the coordination 
number. Ziółkowski and Dziembaj (Ziółkowski & Dziembaj, 1985a, 1985b), developing this 
problem, has proposed a method for the evaluation of the ion radius for coordination 
number 0 (radius of free ion, r0), regardless of the environment. He also proposed an 
electrostatic hover model of crystal structure, permitting the change of both the size and 
form of the sphere occupied by the metal ion with a minimal radius r0. 
3.7 Packing density 
The size of the ionic radii and the character of their interactions, dependent on the metal 
type, is reflected in the space packing density. Knowing the values of ionic radii one can 
calculate the packing density of ions in individual oxides. The relation between the packing 
fraction of ions and the metal ion radius is presented in Fig.10. The relative metal ion radii 
were used and the oxygen ion radius was assumed to be 0.14 nm. The packing fraction was 
calculated as the ratio of the volume occupied by ions (Vat) to the volume of the unit cell 
calculated from lattice parameters (VX).  
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Fig. 10. The dependence of the packing density of a series of metal oxides with compact 
structures on the ionic radii calculated using relative ionic radii.  
As it can be seen in Fig. 10, a monotonic relationship between the packing fraction and metal 
ion radii was obtained for the oxides of the same type forming compact structures. It is 
worth noticing that the packing fractions of oxides of the same type, of different metal differ 
rather significantly. The MO2 oxides, except for PtO2 and PbO2, lay on a straight line, 
whereas the curve determined by M2O3 and MO2 oxides deviates with the increase of the 
ionic radius. On the other hand, the MO2 f-electron metal oxides, with relatively big radii, 
have a significant packing fraction, close to the MO d-electron metal oxides, having metal 
ions of about 30% smaller. A different relationship character is observed for alkali metal 
oxides that, as it was mentioned, have an anti-CaF2 structure, and one should expect the 
relationship character similar to this for oxides with a CaF2 structure. (In the structure of 
these oxides metal ions have an arrangement typical for close-packing lattice with oxygen 
ions occupying its voids). The points for Cu2O, Ag2O and Tl2O lay close to the curve for the 
alkali metal oxides. That indicates that the composition of these oxides (M2O) approaches 
them considering packing to the alkali metal oxides. On the other hand, SiO2 and GeO2 
oxides and MO oxides with hexagonal structure form a separate straight line. Close to it is 
the point for Li2O. Despite the small ionic radii of these metals, these oxides have a small 
packing fraction, related to a characteristic structure of framework bonds typical for 
covalently bonded compounds (diamond-type). For comparison, the points calculated for 
ions with CN = 4 (Eq.(4)) were plotted for the oxides of this group. The calculated packing 
fraction does not change much.  
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An important issue is a change in packing density in oxides of the same metal, thus in 
oxides with ordered structures and showing significant deviation from the stoichiometry. 
The relations between the packing fraction and the a/b ratio for the oxides of Ti, V and Ce, 
Pr, Tb are shown in Fig. 11.  
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Fig. 11. The dependence of the packing density in the oxide phases (MaOb) of metals: a) Ti 
and V, b) Ce, Pr and Tb on the a/b ratio, calculated using mean ionic radii. 
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Average ionic radii were used in the calculations. This fraction, as it can be seen, 
decreases monotonically with the increase of metal content in the oxide (increase of a/b 
ratio). It should be noted that the determined ionic radii or interionic distances reflect 
only ion positions in a frozen structure (in which the lattice parameters are determined). 
At high temperatures and in the equilibrium state the displacements of ions/atoms 
occur, so their positions can differ from those in frozen structures. Before all, the 
optimization of interactions and also of interatomic distances occur. Nevertheless 
information about the possibilities for modification of the sphere occupied by ions, and 
of packing fraction, is important for many crystal properties at high temperatures, e.g. 
diffusion of ions. This results from the fact that moving ions cause local deformation in 
their close environment. 
4. Conclusions  
Basing on the presented analysis of the molar volume of oxides the following conclusions 
can be formulated: 
- The effective molar volume of the oxide Veff=
a/bM O
V  (per one mole of oxygen atoms) is 
a parameter allowing to compare oxides with different compositions, structures and 
with ions in different oxidation states.  
- In the composition range 1>a/b>0.5 (and in the case of actinide oxides up to a/b<0.35) 
the oxides undergoing mutual transformations have compact structures, and the 
effective molar volumes of the oxides of the same metal decrease with the decrease of 
its content (with decreasing M/O ratio). This type of relationship can be an additional 
criterion to classify an oxide of a given structure as a compact structure. The 
polymorphic variations of these oxides will have compact structures, because slight 
changes of their molar volumes, caused by changes of ion positions are the result of the 
changes of temperature or pressure.  
- In the composition range 0.25<a/b<0.5 the oxides form usually structures with bigger 
volume than the MO2 oxides. The observed increase of the effective volume with the 
decrease of the metal content is the result of the increase of the effective repulsive forces 
contribution caused by the increase of the amount of oxygen atoms relatively to metal 
and the strong repulsive interaction of ions with high charges, M5+ and/or M6+. This 
leads to the formation of structures with loose space packaging (comparing to the MO2 
oxides). The presence of ions in high oxidation states, as well as a significant 
contribution of the covalent bond (the formation of hybrid spd orbital) results in quite 
high cohesive enthalpies of these oxides. As a result, the formed framework structures 
are stable. 
- The m3 effV  parameter (cube root from the molecular volume – the volume of an oxide 
containing one Ma/bO molecule) for the oxides with composition 0.5<a/b<2 (from M2O to 
MO2) forming compact structures for individual groups of oxides with coordination 
numbers 4, 6 or 8 shows linear dependence on the ion radius. 
- Using experimental relations for alkali metal oxides, alkaline earth metal oxides and 
MO2 f-electron metal oxides with CaF2 structure, the effective metal ion radii relative to 
constant oxygen ion radius equal 0.140 nm may be determined for oxides with compact 
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structures. This method allows the relative radius (sphere radius) of metal ion in 
polymorphic form of oxides to be calculated. 
- Using the concept of a compact structure and the above method of relative ionic radii 
calculation, mean ion radii in oxides showing deviations from the stoichiometric 
composition and in mixed-valence oxides, or generally in ordered phases may be 
determined. Such radius indicates trends in the changes in interactions of metal ions 
depending on ion charge, their number (oxide composition), but also on the variable 
ratio of ions in different oxidation states of the metal. 
- Assuming radii values determined in relation to constant oxygen radius (rO=1.4 nm) a 
linear dependence of the difference in distances between spheres occupied by the 
oxygen ion (Δ) on the radius of the metal ion was obtained. For a series of M2O3 oxides 
with ǂ-Al2O3 structure and MO2 lanthanides and actinides negative values were 
obtained of the difference between the distance between oxygen atoms and their double 
radius; this indicates that the real sphere occupied by oxygen ions must be smaller than 
the assumed oxygen radius (0.14 nm) or/and lattice deformations occur. The oxygen 
radius depends on the metal type and on its polarizing abilities (strength of polarized 
M-O bond). 
- The packing density depends on the ion radius and on the character of interatomic 
interaction (with ionic-covalent character) which is reflected in the different character of 
the relation between the packing density and cation radius. These relations are 
obviously different in the case of MO and M2O3 oxides of d- and f-electron metals and 
MO2 oxides of f-electron metals compared to alkali metal oxides and metal oxides with 
framework structure with dominating covalent interaction. 
- The work (Stokłosa & Laskowska, 2007a, 2007b) presented the study on the properties 
of oxides of main group metals and d- and f-electron metals in relation to the bond 
energy and the cube root of molecular volume. The cohesive enthalpy per one mole of 
oxygen atoms was used to compare the bond energy of oxides of various composition. 
The value of this enthalpy was calculated from thermochemical data. A linear relation 
between the cohesive enthalpy and the composition was found for oxide phases of the 
same metal. The changes in electrical properties of the oxides and the concentration of 
electronic and ionic defects in relation to the above parameters have been discussed. 
The reasons for the formation of many oxide phases of the same metal, the formation of 
ordered phases and the formation of phases having significant deviation from the 
stoichiometric composition were investigated.  
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